Despite well-defined diagnostic criteria [1] there is currently little evidence that, beyond supportive care, targeted interventions for acute kidney injury (AKI) beneficially affect outcomes after AKI diagnosis. These failures can be explained by a time lag between the development of tubular injury, changes in GFR and the eventual rise in serum creatinine that signifies an AKI diagnosis, and also by the imprecise relationship between alteration in urine output and underlying AKI. As a result, renal pathology may be well established at the time of attempted intervention. In recognition of these limitations, over the last 15 years there has been a focus on the identification and characterization of plasma and urinary biomarkers for early renal injury [2] . However, efforts to validate and clinically apply these biomarkers have been hampered by the inadequate gold standard for current AKI diagnosis. Furthermore, proof of a statistical association with the development of AKI is very far from a demonstration that biomarker measurement will meaningfully alter physician treatment choices or clinical outcomes [3] . Consequently, until now there have been no positive reports of prospective randomized studies for biomarker-driven interventions for AKI, nor have any novel biomarkers been considered ready for incorporation into AKI diagnostic systems [4] . Given these concerns we have previously commented in this journal that, "prospective studies comparing outcomes from biomarker-directed care against conventional clinical and biochemical-directed intervention may be the only way to truly establish the clinical value of novel (AKI) diagnostics" [5] and there is currently significant interest in how to incorporate renal biomarkers into interventional studies (Fig. 1) [6] .
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In this context, the recent prospective randomized trial by Meersch et al. [7] published in Intensive Care Medicine represents an important advance. It assesses a bundle of AKI-directed care in a population of at-risk patients identified by an elevated urinary AKI biomarker early after cardiac surgery. This study is important not so much for the actual findings or the specific content of the intervention but for the experimental approach, combining demonstration of both biomarker clinical utility and benefit of an early AKI intervention, two things that have been very difficult to prove in isolation.
In their study, Meersch et al. considered a population of patients undergoing cardiac surgery under cardiopulmonary bypass and randomized those identified as at higher risk of AKI by early elevation of a combination of two urinary cell cycle arrest markers (TIMP-2 and IGFBP-7) [8] , above its lower, more sensitive, threshold [(TIMP-2) × (IGFBP-7) >0.3]. Out of 882 eligible patients 276 were randomized. Biomarker-positive patients randomized to the treatment arm then received a bundle of AKI-directed care recommended in consensus treatment guidelines, involving haemodynamic optimization, the avoidance of nephrotoxins and maintenance of euglycaemia. Application of this bundle resulted in an absolute risk reduction of 16.6% (95% CI 5.5-27.9%) in the incidence of AKI within 72 h after surgery. Interestingly while a higher [TIMP-2] × [IGFBP-7] cut-off of >2 was highly predictive for development of AKI, in this group the intervention did not improve outcome, suggesting again that only patients with early, incipient, tubular injury may derive benefit from measures to prevent AKI. Superficially these results appear very promising in supporting both the use of the biomarker and the benefit of an AKI treatment bundle. However, there are several important caveats to strong interpretation of these findings. The trial is unblinded and has been performed in a single-centre setting, which may limit the generalizability. The majority (more than 80%) of AKI cases were diagnosed by KDIGO urine output rather than creatinine criteria. In fact, only eight patients had AK stage 2 or 3 by creatinine or both criteria. Although in a general ICU population oliguria is associated with patient-centred outcomes [9] , this has not been shown in a cardiac surgery population. In this specific setting, it is plausible that haemodynamic interventions might influence the presence or absence of this criteria by simple physiological mechanisms without implication of overall benefit. This could explain why in the trial by Meersch et al. the intervention did not affect mortality, need for renal replacement therapy or kidney dysfunction at 30, 60 or 90 days. There was even not a trend for a beneficial effect since most patient-centred outcomes were numerically higher in the intervention group. Whether a larger study could establish such an effect therefore remains questionable.
When evaluating any bundled intervention one must consider the content of the bundle and difference in uptake of the bundle components between groups to determine generalizability. In the study a greater use of inotropes (dobutamine), avoidance of ACE inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) immediately post-operatively and better avoidance of hyperglycaemia appear to be the major between-group differences. However, the bundle of interventions studied is recommended for patients with or at risk of early AKI and is not specifically tailored to the cardiac surgical population. It might be argued that interventions such as glucose control represent a standard of care for all cardiac surgical patients. Similarly, the choice regarding the continuation or cessation of ACE/ARBs around cardiac surgery remains contentious [10] , and many clinicians would be cautious with these agents the day after surgery in a population where almost all patients required vasopressors at some point in the perioperative period. Finally, it is an important limitation that cardiac output monitoring was only used routinely in the intervention group so we cannot correlate any clinical effects of the haemodynamic interventions with any difference in outcome.
In conclusion, Meersch et al. have led the way in performing a positive study of a biomarker-directed intervention. The authors are cautious not to overinterpret their specific findings. As an unblinded single-centre study with a main outcome (AKI by oliguria) that is a questionable surrogate for long-lasting patient harm in the setting of cardiac surgery, these finding require confirmation in multicentred studies, powered to clinically relevant and patient-centred endpoints. Importantly, while some elements of the AKI bundle could be considered standards of care for all post-cardiac surgical patients, the value of a negative AKI biomarker in this context may be actually to identify a group of low-risk patients who can have normal regular medication and do not require invasive monitoring. Irrespective of the limitations in the specific clinical findings, this study represents the beginning of a new phase in renal biomarker research-away from collection of observational data-towards establishing the clinical utility of novel AKI biomarker measurements in prospective interventional studies. Prognostic biomarkers can be used to enrol a subpopulation who are at greater risk of poor clinical outcomes including AKI progression. Safety and efficacy biomarkers can be used to assess AKI treatment effects that may be either beneficial or harmful Adapted from Parikh et al. [6] 
